At Luke Brown Dance we are committed to inspiring
and nurturing talent while building confidence and
resilience. We pride ourselves on delivering engaging and
unforgettable workshop experiences in a creative and
open setting
Luke Brown - Artistic Director of Luke Brown Dance
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Luke has been an Associate Artist at The Point Eastleigh, Swindon Dance and South Hill Park where he created his touring production For You
I Long the Longest supported by Arts Council England. As well as his work for Luke Brown Dance, Luke has directed and choreographed
works for companies including Intoto Dance Company, DanceEast CAT Scheme, Grace & Growl and D@win Dance Company. In 2017, Luke
Brown Dance, in partnership with The Point Eastleigh, launched ORB Male Youth Dance Company, a dance company for young men aged
14-25. Luke is an experienced facilitator working extensively in education and community projects across Europe.

THE
COMPANY…

ABOUT
LUKE BROWN…

Originally from Basingstoke Hampshire, Luke trained at London Studio Centre before completing his BA Hons with Intoto Dance Co. He has
performed for the critically acclaimed companies Frantic Assembly and English National Opera as well as for Ben Wright, Junk Ensemble and
Lila Dance. Luke leads educational projects for Luke Brown Dance, the English National Ballet, Ballet Boyz, Candoco Dance Company and
other organisations nationally and internationally, and has worked closely with The Dance East CAT Scheme, Auditorium Ballet Verona and
Norsk Ballet Institute Norway.

Luke Brown Dance creates emotionally charged and
accessible performances that combine dance, text,
storytelling and striking visual aesthetics. The work
examines the very foundations of people,
emphasising hope and humanity as tools to survive.
Luke Brown Dance works collaboratively with a wide
variety of artists that include hypnotherapists,
phycologists, musicians, photographers, actors and
singers.
At the heart of the company is our desire to engage
collaboratively with the public, nurturing young talent
through exceptionally high quality, rewarding and life
changing community art projects.
The company’s current production For You I Long the
Longest will be touring autumn 2018 and we are
currently in creation for our new work The Dandelion
Child which will premiere spring 2020. Luke Brown
Dance has presented work across the UK and
Internationally including the National Theatre, Sadler’s
Well’s, Hidden Door Festival Edinburgh, Roma Dance
Italy and James Maddison University Virginia America.

WHAT
WE OFFER…

WORKSHOP
ETHOS…

Book a workshop to support the delivery of high
quality dance in your school with Luke Brown
Dance

Luke Brown Dance creates fun, exciting and unforgettable collaborative learning
experience. To share our expertise and approaches to creating dance-theatre
performance. We will nurture participants through the Luke Brown Dance learning
experience while encouraging, challenging and igniting further interest for the arts as
a whole.

Our highly skilled teaching team will provide
• a supportive and safe creative work space
• a space for participants to explore their
own technical and expressive skills through
choreography from the companies
repertoire of work including 11:11, Second
Self, Princess and The Dandelion Child
• provide skills and techniques as to how
Luke Brown Dance approaches devising
movement material, supporting the
development of participants own
approaches, in line with current exam
board specifications
• participants will be taught how to approach
contact and partnering work safely while
building confidence and self esteem
• tools to open evaluative and reflective
discussions between participants regarding
their own and their peer’s work in a
supportive manner

Luke Brown Dance’s workshops reflect the current GCSE and A Level syllabuses,
embedding the key learning objectives into the session, whilst encouraging artistry
and individuality in the dance studio. We are familiar with the module content of the
courses, and have experience in delivering elements of these courses alongside your
teacher.

WORKSHOP
FEEDBACK…

Luke Brown is an inspirational
teacher and a talented
choreographer. His workshops
are challenging both physically
and intellectually, but pitched
at such level to ensure
success
Lynda Clough, Head of Dance,
Dame Allan's Schools, Newcastle

Luke is infusing this new generation of
young dancers with such a passion. I found
the choreography refreshingly fearless. It
was intricate, mature and moving
Auriole Wells, Teacher/Choreographer and Former
Artistic Director Lift Off Dance Festival

Luke leads unique and challenging classes.
His eccentric personality ensures a
comforting atmosphere and his 'out of the
box' thinking allows me to excel my creative
and physical ability in the supportive,
motivating and communal surrounding
Tyler Jones, Workshop Participant, Brakenhale
Secondary School

Luke’s professionalism and
positivity has been a massive
influence on Kieran. The piece
was very impressive and as
parents we have seen Kieran's
confidence, technical ability and
style improve immensely since
working with Luke
Barrie West, Parent of Participant

WORKSHOPS…
2 hour workshop
• a physical warm up consisting of contemporary dance
techniques to prepare the students
• introduction to partnering and contact work
• to learn movement from the Luke Brown Dance repertoire
• a cool down followed by a question and answers session
4 hour workshop
• all of the above
• further develop movement skills
• more complex contact work, in both partners and groups, using
repertoire from the company
• introduction in how to devise and generate movement material
through independent exploration of the students own
choreography
• open discussions around choreographic devises, approaches to
making, structuring and performance
6 hour workshop
• all of the above
• a deeper exploration of the Luke Brown Dance approach to
creating movement
• physical exercises and more advanced lift work for the entire
group focusing on company performative and communication
skills
• further exploration of students own choreographic language and
ideas
• advanced skills on how to develop students own material
• discussions about Luke Brown Dance and future career paths

LUKE BROWN DANCE ARE AVAILABLE FOR COMMISSIONS

BESPOKE WORKSHOPS…
If you would like a tailor workshop to support your
current dance programme, please do get in touch with
us. We can offer workshops which focus on any of the
following skills:
Dance technique, performance skills, Choreographic
processes (including approaches, devices and
structures), physical theatre, imagery and aesthetics in
performance and improvisation.

GET IN TOUCH…
To book a workshop or for more information on Luke
Brown Dance please contact us via email at:
info@lukebrowndance.com

www.lukebrowndance.com

/lukebrowncompany
@lukebrownco
@lukebrowncompany

